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Hi, [Subscriber Name] 

I don’t know about you but when I hear the word “scarcity” (or even think about it), I 

kind of freak out. 

It happens right down there, right in the pit of the stomach. 

It’s pretty common behavior. It’s in our hard-wiring—a survival instinct inherited 

from our Stone Age ancestors, who never knew where their next meal was coming 

from. This not only programmed our bodies to store fat, it left us with a primal 

fear—not only toward a lack of food but even changes in WHAT we eat… 

…which is why most diets fail. 

You’ll notice how I underlined “most.” 

So why do some people so easily make diets work for them… 

…slimming down with such speed and happiness that it can be downright 

annoying? 

Why do they get to be so special? 

Are they special?  

Do they belong to some exclusive club? 

The answer: No, those people weren’t born with some special silver spoon. They 

have the same bills as you. They have the same difficulties finding time. They’re 

using the same [product name] weight-management supplements as you in 

tandem with their diets, and yes, they even occasionally slip up once in a while and 

have Ben & Jerry’s. 



What they DO have... what sets them apart… what their BIG SECRET is… is a clear 

understanding of a seemingly ridiculous statement: 

The key to weight-loss success DOESN’T INVOLVE LOSS. 

Like I said, it sounds ridiculous, but if you’re serious about weight loss, or even just 

want to easily shed a few pounds, stay with me… 

…because I’m not going to be telling you about some special fad diet, program or 

weird meal plan.  

Those things only tend to backfire… and feed into the fear of “scarcity”… and trigger 

you to go back to what you were eating before—and maybe GAINING weight! 

I’m going to tell you how to turn your weight-loss efforts into a self-sustaining, 

perpetual-motion machine that’s so enjoyable, it’s practically effortless to get 

started. 

It’s something so obvious, simple and common to everyday life, it absolutely baffles 

me why few ever write about it. It doesn’t involve additional daily expense. In fact, it 

hits one of your biggest pleasure centers. (Sorry, I’m not talking about sex.) :) 

It’s what the few know and why they can easily—and so happily—keep their weight-

loss results rolling. 

Are you ready for the big secret? 

The key to self-sustaining weight-loss involves MORE PLEASURE. 

What kind—and how do you get it rolling in your life? 

As simple as the secret is, it does take a bit more writing to lay it all out, and I know 

your time is valuable. So here’s what I’m going to do. 

I’m not going to take up any more of your valuable time right now (and I really 

appreciate the time you’ve taken today). Instead, I’m going to write down The 

Pleasure Secret to Weight-Loss Success in just two free calorie-friendly emails. 



This is my snappy way of saying they’re easy to digest… and this isn’t some Dr. Evil-

ish plan to beat your Inbox over the head with emails you don’t want. 

I’m going to file the emails on the [website name], away from all the noise of 

Amazon, where you can receive them and read them at your leisure. 

Go to [website name] and drop in your name and email address, and I’ll send you 

The Pleasure Secret to Weight-Loss Success. 

Don’t worry. [Company name] hates spam as much as you and will never misuse 

your address. 

I know. You still have mixed feelings about leaving your email address on the 

[website name], and I’m just as skeptical about doing the same on other sites, but 

it’s just the same as subscribing to someone’s WordPress blog. 

And I really want you to have The Pleasure Secret to Weight-Loss Success… 

…especially when it costs Zero. Zilch. Nothing. Honest. Really. (I think you can see 

where I’m going with this.) 

If you’ve ever felt your hard-wired sense of “scarcity” is sabotaging your weight-loss 

efforts and undermining the effectiveness of the [product name] weight-

management products you’re taking… 

…or if you’ve ever wanted more pleasure in your life… 

…you really need to visit the [website name] now and sign up for The Pleasure 

Secret to Weight-Loss Success. It will change the way you look at weight loss 

forever. 

>> Go to [website name].  

I wish I could offer you a direct [product name] hyperlink here, but that’s one of the 

reasons why I’m recommending subscribing on the [website name]. Amazon 

doesn’t allow hyperlinks in emails. So yes, that makes heading over to [company 

name] a small, one-time thing, but once you subscribe, that’s all you need to do… 

http://www.optimalxtracts.com/


…so do it now. 

Don’t allow the “freak-out factor” of scarcity to sabotage your weight-loss efforts for 

one minute longer. 

You can change your ancient wiring easily—and say goodbye to failed weight-loss 

attempts… plus all that beating up on yourself… and all that stupid guilt. 

Who the hell needs more of that in their life? 

Put it all back in the Stone Age—where it belongs! 

Give yourself the secret… 

…and put the power of pleasure back in your life… 

…and easily reach the weight-loss goals you’ve always wanted. 

>> Get The Pleasure Secret to Weight-Loss Success at [website address] 

Make the secret yours today—because this is the only notification I’ll be sending 

out. 

I’m really looking forward to sharing this with you. 

Best. 

XXXXX “yes pleasure equals weight loss” XXXXX 

PS: Please make sure to add [email address] to your Contacts or Safe Senders List 

when you subscribe on [website address] so your important weight-loss pleasure 

secret doesn’t wind up in your Spam or Junk Email folder. 

You definitely don’t want that to happen. 

Visit [website address] to find out more about [company name]. 
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Pleasure Secret Email 1 

Hey, [Subscriber Name] 

XXXXX here again. 

Thanks for signing up to the [company name] website for “The Pleasure Secret to 

Weight-Loss Success” emails. 

They’re going to dramatically boost your weight-loss efforts. 

You see, no supplement is magic… as much as I wish they were. 

When I was struggling with my own weight issues years ago… I’d have given 

anything for a pill that could instantly transform me into some ridiculously good-

looking male model walking down a Milan runway with a Blue Steel expression. 

Okay, I’ve admittedly watched “Zoolander” one too many times. Anyhoo… 

[Product name] is no different.  

Yes, it has the maximum HCA level scientifically possible… with clinically proven 

ingredients that safely and effectively burn fat and boost energy… but even with all 

that, taking [product name] and expecting miracles just won’t happen… and anyone 

who tells you otherwise about their product is simply trying to sell you snake oil. 

Any weight-loss product works best when combined with exercise and a healthy 

diet, and that’s where the Pleasure Secret really helps your diet stick… 

…because it’s about more than weight loss. 

Have you ever heard the phrase, “Life, drink it in”? 

It’s a wonderful little tagline created by a family-run Australian winery… and it 

means that life in general is meant to be enjoyed fully, richly and deeply. 

Now think about the opposite of all that. 

Think about the same tagline rewritten as, “Life, drink it in… as long as it’s low-

calorie… and you take small portions… and don’t enjoy it more than you should.” 

Does that sound like a compelling way to live life? 



So how can this approach be a long-term incentive to stick to any diet when 

enjoying good food is at the very core of life? 

The answer: It can’t. 

Dieting is deprivation, restriction and pain. In some cases, diets cause mood swings 

and irritability, headaches, physical and mental fatigue, digestive issues, brain fog 

and even symptoms similar to withdrawal… 

…which cause weight-loss failure again and again… 

…so the Pleasure Secret works from an obvious question: 

For those who don’t fail while dieting, what are they doing differently? 

The Pleasure Secret Begins With Grocery Shopping Habits 

A person trying to lose weight typically buys food in one of two ways: 

 Scenario 1: The person continues buying the same types of foods they’ve 

always bought, but because they’re trying to lose weight, they buy less with 

the intention of eating less. So they spend less. 

 Scenario 2: The person buys special low-calorie foods (typically prepared 

foods) and spends about the same amount they normally spend on other 

groceries. 

But these two patterns actually wind up costing you more money each month, 

because they both (ironically) represent less. 

 In Scenario 1, the person consumes less food... meaning less calories and 

energy… but because of the nutrient-poor quality of modern foods, the body 

gets less of the vital things it wants and craves. Added to this, eating less of 

the same old foods doesn’t increase the pleasure of eating. It’s just boring. 

 In Scenario 2, the portions may appear larger, but the calories and nutrients 

are still lacking… along with flavor in many cases. There’s a brief period at the 

start when the new foods seem a bit fun and interesting, but when hunger 

and cravings eventually catch up, the new foods suddenly don’t seem so 

thrilling. 



This sense of “cost” and “pain” begins to grow in both scenarios… and your primal 

brain tells your body that it’s threatened with scarcity and famine… and when any 

creature senses starvation looming, the unstoppable hard-wired response is to find 

and consume calories as quickly as possible—no matter where they come from! 

At first, it’s just a bag of chips to “take the edge off”… then it’s more… and pretty 

soon, all those impulse snacks pack on the calories… and those carbs turn into fat… 

and your wallet takes a big hit… and you’re actually worse off than when you 

started. 

This is where people get caught in the “yo-yo” dieting that you hear so much about. 

They try one thing… and it catches up with them… so they crash out… then feel bad 

about that… then try again… and around and around it goes, and where it stops… 

…is right here. 

The Cornerstone Principle of the Pleasure Secret to Weight-Loss Success 

The key to losing weight and diet involves eating less but spending the same 

amount of money each month on food, which may sound like a mixture of grocery-

shopping scenarios 1 and 2—but the Pleasure Secret has a huge difference. 

The difference is pleasure (or what scientists call “incentive salience”). 

What kind of pleasure? 

I’ll tell you in my next email, and tell you how to easily put it to work for you in your 

life right away to stop your primal brain from sabotaging you and get the diet and 

weight-loss results you want. 

Sound good? 

In the meantime, stay awesome. 

Best. 

XXXXX “weight-loss warrior” XXXXX 

 

 



Pleasure Secret Email 2 

Hey, [Subscriber First Name] 

It’s XXXXX again with the delicious conclusion to “The Pleasure Secret to Weight-

Loss Success”… and I say “delicious” for a reason. 

I’d like you to picture a special mouth-watering meal you once had. 

I know. Thinking about food might seem the last thing in keeping with weight loss 

and “eating right.” But stay with me because it’s key to what follows… 

…and you’ll notice how I underlined “special.” 

I’m not talking about pizza or ice cream. I’m talking about a lean cut of grass-fed 

steak you may have once had during some special night out… or some “exotic” 

veggie pasta… which seemed “too expensive” to enjoy every day… and how the 

exquisite taste still lingers. 

That feeling you’re experiencing right now is called pleasure—and it’s a powerful 

motivator… because there’s a big difference between craving and pleasure. 

Cravings are powerful too but they’re fundamentally driven by fear and pain relief.  

When your body lacks vital nutrients and minerals from reduced intake of everyday 

grocery-store foods that are already nutrient-poor, your biological survival wiring 

trips the panic button… and you can’t stop yourself from eating anything that’s fast 

and handy to alleviate the painful threat of starvation, even if that pain is 

unconscious.  

Cravings come from the body’s physical sense of nutritional incompleteness, but 

when this collides with your mental goal to lose weight, the painful emotional 

translation is usually, “I’m not good enough. I don’t have what it takes,” and this 

sense of failure only leads to comfort eating… and more calories and weight gain… 

and does nothing to promote weight-loss success through reward. 

Pleasure works differently because it IS a reward, and ties directly to your brain 

chemistry. 

When you eat something like a succulent grass-fed steak, for example, the stimuli 

of pleasurable food (what scientists call “incentive salience”) increases production 



of the natural “feel-good” chemical dopamine in the part of your brain called the 

nucleus accumbens (or, NAc). This reward better motivates you to keep eating good 

food… and feeds back into itself to become a self-supporting “perpetual-motion 

machine” of behavior that keeps your diet and weight-loss goals on track… 

…and right about now, some of you may be thinking, “That’s all fine and good but 

buying organic grass-fed meats and other specialty foods is going to send my 

grocery spending through the roof.” 

But it’s not… 

…because you can’t compare apples to oranges. 

Sure, those “better foods” are a bit more expensive, meaning you’re going to come 

home with a bit less food than usual… but the “too expensive” argument that 

people make is based on the belief that you’ll still need the same volume of food as 

before to feel full and satisfied… and this is just assumption mixed with 

misinformation and plain old fear toward anything new. 

When you eat foods that are higher in nutrient and salient value (meaning foods 

that are important to your body and more fully meet its needs), you experience 

greater satiety (or, pleasant feelings of fullness) with smaller, more “sensible” 

portions. So even though you’re buying and consuming less food volume, you still 

feel satisfied… and the reduced caloric intake promotes weight loss… and your 

grocery spending remains about the same as it’s always been… and the pleasure 

reward of eating those foods you thought you couldn’t afford keeps your weight-

loss efforts on target. 

In short, when you follow the Pleasure Secret approach to diet, you eat because 

you want to eat—and not because you need to eat. 

Now, I’ll be the first to acknowledge that one-stop shopping at your local grocery 

store represents convenience, and some people don’t like the idea of spending a 

few extra minutes each week to go to different markets for different foods… 

…but it’s like this. 

Just like you chose [product name], you can choose to figuratively (and literally) 

head down the same old road each week… and find the same old foods when you 



get there… and you can continue wondering why your diet efforts aren’t paying 

off—even though you’re not doing anything different… 

…or you can say, “I’m going to head out on a bold new adventure,” because when all 

is said and done, changing your dietary habits isn’t just about fitting into some 

skinny jeans or blasting into some two-piece swimsuit. It’s about changing your 

life… and feeling jazzed again about what you might find around the next corner… 

and changing how and where your shop for groceries is an easy first step that 

offers rewards and pleasures in every bushel, box and unexpected basket. 

Just remember: 

When it comes to diet and weight loss, the entire thing is interest versus boredom. 

You now know the secret: Life is supposed to be about pleasure, and weight loss 

follows. So grab yours and drink it up and live the amazing life you’ve always 

wanted… 

…and if you have any questions… or just want to know about some of the best and 

most delicious fat-blasting foods… just reply to this email and let me know. 

Best. 

XXXXX “make weight loss delicious” XXXXX 

Visit [website address] to find out more about [company name]. 


